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iDogWatch 
WHAT’S NEXT?  1

1. The potential is unlimited. 
My quest is to offer computer science solutions to help satisfy our ever expanding technology vision. I 

design eloquent ways to architect, teach, build and eventually handle an almost unbounded level of  

complexity and flexibility. New ways are sought out and many are available to enable users to smartly 

interact with their environment; the "smart app”. The issue continues to be how to package all the 

complexity desired into a simple offering. But the Make-it-Simple mantra belies the real complexity 

and flexibility options now available.  

The good news is that once there is an enabling technology, in particular merging a remote capability 

(like your PetTutor) with networking (bluetooth) - this becomes one of  the enablers for asking the 

question what's next? More enablers are described below. 

I've been working in the field of  distributed computing since Sun RPC's in 1985. Combined with "language 

and compiler design" (my UW Masters Degree), we needed frameworks that could communicate with 

the users', the environment, sensors, and devices. Long story short, with Boeing I spent 30 years in the 

R&D field of  computers talking to other computers, the environment and users. This cumulated in a 

Patent using distributed multicast to route information for smarter power distribution. My recent 

computer science architecture courses, through KonaCurrents.com, were developed to address these 

issues. Basically the sky's the limit, but also the potential is daunting.  

2. Now how to we reign in this complexity? 
So that what's next? is particularly interesting as we started applying these technologies (such as IoT) 

to helping my wife's dog rescue, foster and training organization. We call this MakeGr8Pets.org (i.e., we 

make great pets). Our technological framework is called iDogWatch.com (sticking with the "i" theme of  

Apple.) The bluetooth became an enabler for lightweight interaction with devices. For the PetTutor, 
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versions have enabled invoking the feed command, retrieve temperatures, and accelerometer information 

(PupPod uses this for their kong angle detection then feed product). With the "open framework" provided 

by the bluetooth capabilities, and nicely incorporated into the PetTutor - others can write code to 

perform similar functions. We keep learning and are trying to apply and automate behavior modification 

techniques. 

iDogWatch.com was designed to be a suite of  tools to show what's possible, and continually answer 

what's next?. e.g., Can I feed my dog while at the tavern, with a smart watch? What's the temperature 

where the dog is? Can I see images of  them (maybe remotely reinforce)? Does it work while in a car? 

Can “we” (players) detect barking and feed when it's quiet (like the 

PetTutor app). These form some of  the basic ideas many envision and 

request. There are even products for some of  these (such as PupPod, 

PetCube, or even just Security Cameras) - but remote bluetooth feeding, 

for example, is missing (at least couched that way). We fill that gap. 

The image to the right shows an iDogWatch version on an iPhone 

(iPod/iPad) with numerous potential options (many running 

concurrently). The upper right is the connection to the PetTutor for 

example while the upper left are camera views with remote control 

buttons, etc . We can run locally. remotely, on cloud, in mist, virtual, 2

and physical. It can adapt to new sensors, devices, displays and controls. 

The missing element has been developing an efficient way to 

"distribute" the information and functionality, and make it available on 

a multitude of  devices. iDogWatch.com provides that framework and includes a web collaboration 

technology called “web-sockets”. These listen and talk on known configurable address's in the network, 

which we call the iDogChat capability. A computing language called Barklets encapsulates the syntax 

and semantics of  the new collaborative communication capability. DogBots leverage that language and 

provide a framework for incorporating new IoT (Internet of  Things) devices. These computer science 

concepts are helping make-it-simple. 

Now what’s next? 
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3. What’s Next? - IoT and Collaboration? 
Now what's next? Here are ideas we've been working on to varying levels of  success and deployment. 

These are described through an Architecture Triad (concept, abstraction, vision). 

What’s Next?

Concept Abstraction Vision

SMART 
WATCH

Maybe viewing your dog on a smart 
watch, we call iDog'Watch', then 
invoking remote feeding or asking 
for temperature (while up skiing).

REMOTE 
CONTROL

Or quickly picking up the closest 
remote in the room and invoking 
iDogTV (iDogWatch on the appleTV) 
- and performing similar functions. 
Maybe playing back events of the 
day. Or the dog sitter brings a 
portable iDogWatch for their own 
use, recording, and as a bridge for 
customer remote viewing.

INTEGRATE Expand options by using an iPhone, 
iPad, iPod - Mac, Linux, CuBox, 
Web Page (Android or other 
devices), starting to collect behavior 
vs environment statistics - on some 
device, storing images, even start 
using a "flic" smart button to perform 
the feeding or image capture - or 
remote "click".

Concept
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DEPLOY Work on deploying iDogWatch in a 
shelter or training area and providing 
our own local internet (IDOGLAN) so 
all these devices can still run. 
(Bridging to home internets and 
tunneling through firewalls widens 
the device accessibility (e.g., while 
up skiing) - and a cellular network 
offers a remote connectivity.).

COLLABORATE Monitor the environment to get 
notified of outliner events (like peak 
barking volume, or high heat) - 
again, you might be busy so 
offloading (or sharing) with other 
"on-line" players helps manage 
through collaboration. (Think of 
Waze traffic collaboration applied to 
dog training).

ALGORITHMS Develop back-end processes to 
record, playback, and manage more 
complexities (like services web 
addresses, /feed) - Note; this uses a 
powerful visual programming 
environment called NodeRed.org 
touted for IoT simplicity.

Abstraction VisionConcept
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TEACHING Provide virtual teaching/training 
where experts can monitor your 
actions, even interactively helping 
your application of techniques (such 
as clicking for expected behavior). 
Here the remote teacher could even 
perform the "correct" click time to 
help your training applications (A 
remote monitoring approach). - think 
Matrix.

IOT Incorporate bluetooth beacons so 
environment helps apps narrow 
down daunting possibilities (i.e., 
hitting "feed" combined with location 
or sensor proximity - translates to 
"feed howie pettutor”.) - a power app 
for IoT

ARCHITECT Find ways to manage all this 
complexity (simplify). For example, 
DogBots are an Object Oriented 
framework that encapsulates the 
sensors and devices (such as 
bluetooth, cameras, audio, etc). 
Remotely accessible JSON files 
encode complex configurations for 
app adaption and LAN/WAN 
networking options. Bartklets define 
the collaboration language and are 
parsed by DogBots - events sent 
across iDogChat.)

Abstraction VisionConcept
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KonaCurrents and iDogWatch 
iDogWatch.com has different versions running on a host of  devices, most leveraging the excellent 

Apple developers frameworks. These are all in various degrees of  deployment potential. The elusive goal 

of  a turn-key make-it-simple app continues to be a challenge as the complexities never end. So these 

are things we are doing, and the PetTutor is a valuable cog in our sensor network.  

The possibilities are exciting and endless. 

Thanks, 

Scott Moody 

scott@konacurrents.com 

VISION
Use all this iDogWatch environment 
monitoring flexibility (e.g, ethograms, 
images, behavior counts, 
reinforcement rates, etc) to help 
build a suite of next-gen interactive 
Behavior Analysis apps (think 
Minority Report..) Concepts from the 
dog training field could be 
incorporated and tried locally and 
remotely.

Abstraction VisionConcept
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